FINDING AID FOR

Bedford-Pine Neighborhood Development Program and
Urban Renewal records

2015.0016
Bedford-Pine Neighborhood Development Program and Urban Renewal records. -- 1967-2000 and undated. -- 0.25 Cubic feet (1 box)

Scope and Content
The collection consists of project records, photographs, and publications of the Bedford-Pine Neighborhood Development Program and Urban Renewal Bedford-Pine area.

HISTORICAL NOTE:
Comprising 278 acres two blocks off Peachtree Street, one of Atlanta's major business corridors, the Bedford-Pine area provided an opportunity to redevelop a substantial "in town community." Developments included the Atlanta Civic Center, C. W. Hill Elementary School, 353 units public housing, expansion of Georgia Baptist Hospital facilities, and rehabilitation of 829 units of existing apartments.

Restrictions
ACCESS RESTRICTIONS
Appointments are required when conducting research with this collection. Please contact the Archivist to make an appointment at AHAArchives@atlantahousing.org Atlanta Housing is required to legally review all records prior to admitting access to ensure they do not contain information that violates the privacy of its program’s participants.

COPYRIGHT STATEMENT
It is the researcher's responsibility to obtain copyright permission. If the text or image or object in question is under copyright, permission to publish should be sought from the owners of the rights, typically the creator or the heirs to his estate. The Archivist may be able to help assist in identifying the copyright holders.

INTENT TO PUBLISH
Reproduction or use fees may apply. In all cases, please use the appropriate credit line.

PREFERRED CITATION
Please use the following format when citing: "Item," Date of item creation. Collection, Series. (Atlanta, Georgia: Atlanta Housing Archives, The Housing Authority of the City of Atlanta.)

Finding aid prepared by and described by Atlanta Housing Archives, Records & Information Management, Meredith E. Torre, Archivist.

Arrangement

Other Codes
2015.0016

2015.0016.1.1 Bedford-Pine construction, planning, groundbreaking, and opening. -- 1967-1972


2015.0016.1.3 Correspondence regarding annual rent adjustment, Bedford-Pine apartments. -- 1989

2015.0016.1.4 Urban redevelopment, Bedford-Pine, architectural drawings. -- undated

2015.0016.1.5 Urban redevelopment, Bedford-Pine play lot plan. -- undated


2015.0016.2.1 Bedford-Pine Newsclippings. -- 1970 and 2000

2015.0016.2.2 AHA News Releases regarding Bedford-Pine. -- 1972

2015.0016.2.3 Bedford-Pine: Central Atlanta Progress, Inc. Annual Report.. -- 1986

Scope and Content
The section on "Housing" of this annual report features development of housing at Bedford-Pines.

2015.0016.3 Photographs. -- 1968-1970s and undated

2015.0016.3.1 Photographs: Bedford-Pine, C.W. Hill Elementary School exterior. -- 1968

2015.0016.3.2 Photographs: Bedford-Pine, U-Rescue Villa, and Cosby A. Spear Highrise development site. -- July 1970

2015.0016.3.3 Photographs: Bedford-Pine, making of promotional video. -- late 1970s

2015.0016.3.4 Photographs: Bedford-Pine, award from Southeastern Regional Council (SERC) of the National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials (NAHRO). -- undated

2015.0016.3.5 Photographs: Bedford-Pine street view and exterior. -- undated

2015.0016.3.6 Photographs: Bedford-Pine playground. -- undated

2015.0016.3.7 Photographs: Bedford-Pine, Georgia Power Company Headquarters construction street view. -- undated

2015.0016.3.8 Photographs: Bedford-Pine architectural model. -- undated

2015.0016.3.9 Photographs: Bedford Pine auditorium and convention hall complex, construction. -- undated

2015.0016.3.10 Photographs: Bedford Pine C.W. Hill Elementary School, exterior and students. -- undated

2015.0016.3.12 (Unprocessed) Photographs Not On Shelf

2015.0016.3.12.1 Atlanta Urban Renewal Program, Bedford-Pine Project, park, playground. -- undated. -- (1 still image)

Scope and Content
"Parksite." Playground.

Other Codes
aha_2013_img_00074